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ABSTRACT

The study of the transverse momentum analysis and the angle of flow analysis
lead to the observation of the sideward flow of the nuclear matter in the
interactions of 4.1(4.5) 22Ne(28Si) with Ag(Br). The distribution of the angle
between the resultant vectors of the projectile and the target fragments showed a
strong correlation between them in the azimuthal plane.
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1. EVTODUCTION

The possibility that the nuclear matter might exhibit non-random collective motion in heavy
ion collisions was first suggested more than twenty years ago in connection with
hydrodynamic calculations of nuclear collisions [1]. The behavior of the nuclear matter in hot
and compressed phase was studied in ref.[2] as early as 1974. It was more than ten years
before the collective flow was first unambiguously identified at the Bevalac [3,4]. Since then,
the flow effects have been studied at beam energies from 30 A MeV to 200 A GeV, by
various groups and research facilities confirming and supplementing the early findings.

As two incident nuclei collide with each other [5], the pressure and the density increase in
the reaction region, where a phase transition from normal nuclear matter to quark-ghion
plasma phase, a deconfined phase of matter, may occur[6]. It is important to recognize that
such a system is a highly transit unstable system lasting for a very brief time within each
event[7]. It is expected that the state of high energy density created in such collisions may
attain a state of thermal equilibrium, which may lead to a collective flow[8]. The later can be
defined as a cooperative emission of particles around a sideward direction in large multiplicity
events[9].

The hydrodynamic model [10], predicts a prolate sidewards deflection of the incident
momentum for finite impact parameters, and an oblate pattern perpendicular to the beam
direction in the zero impact parameter. For a symmetric collision in the hydrodynamical
picture, the so-called flow angle increase monotonically from 0° to 90° as the impact
parameter decreases [9]. Two types of collective emission of particles appear in the reaction
plane (a plane defined by the flow direction and the line joining the two centers of the
colliding nuclei): the "bounce-off", which is the sideward emission of the projectile fragments
(PFs), and the "side-splash" of the target fragments (TFs) [11]. In the recent years a new
component of collective flow, the "squeeze-out" of nucleons perpendicular to the reaction
plane was discovered experimentally [12].
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The basic idea of the flow analysis is to measure the momenta of all charged particles event
by event,. Such an analysis can be done experimentally only with 4% detectors [13]. The high
spatial resolution, near the 100%, detection efficiency for multiplicity measurements, make
the emulsions convenient for these studies [14].

In the present work the sideward flow of nuclear matter has been studied for the
interactions of 22Ne and 28Si with Ag(Br) at 4.1 and 4.5 A GeV/c using two different
techniques: the transverse momentum analysis and the flow angle analysis.

2. EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUES

Nuclear emulsion of the type Br-2 were exposed to 4.1 A GeV/c 22Ne and 4.5 A GeV/c 28Si
beams at the Dubna Synchrophasotron. The pellicles of emulsion have the dimension of
20 cm x 10 cm x 600 nm (undeveloped emulsion). The intensity of the beam was « 104

particles/cm2 and the beam diameter was approximately 1 cm Along the track, a double
scanning has been carried out, fast in the forward direction and slow in the backward one.

The scanned beams have been examined further by measuring the delta-electron density on
each of the beam to exclude any tracks having a charge less than the beam particle charge.
The scanning have been performed using a Leitz-Laborlux-S microscope.
In the measured interactions, all the charged secondary particles have been classified
according to the range L in the emulsion and the relative ionization I* =I/IO where I is the
particle track ionization and Io is the ionization of a relativistic shower track in the narrow
forward cone of opening angle 6 < 3°, into the following groups:

1- Shower tracks producing "s-particles" having a relative ionization I* < 1.4. Its
multiplicity is denoted by ns after the exclusion of tracks having an emission angle 0<3°.

2- Grey tracks producing "g-particles" having I*> 1.4 and L > 3 mm. Its multiplicity is
denoted by ngand does not includes those tracks with an emission angle 6 < 3°.

3- Black tracks producing "b-particles" having L < 3 mm and its multiplicity is denoted
by nb and does not include those tracks having an angle of emission 0 < 3°.

4- The "b" and "g" tracks are both called heavily ionizing tracks producing "h-particles"
and nh denotes its multiplicity.

5- The determination of the momentum of the s-particles emitted within 0 < 3° enables the
separation of the produced pions from the non-interacting singly charged projectile
fragments (protons, deuterons and tritons). The g-particles emitted within 0 ^ 3 ° and
having L > 2 cm are considered as projectile fragments of charge Z = 2. The b-particles
having 0 < 3° and L > 1 cm are due to heavy projectile fragments of Z > 2. The number
of delta-electron has been measured for each of these particles to determine the
corresponding charge Z =3, Zb

Thus, all the particles have been adequately divided into: projectile fragments (PFs) with Z
varying from 1 to Zb, target fragments (TFs). i.e. h-particles and generated s-particles. The
polar angle 0 of each track i.e. the angle between the direction of the beam and that of the
given track, has been measured. The azimuthal angle <t> of each track Le. the angle between
the projection of the given track in the plane normal to the beam has been measured.

3. TRANSVERSE MOMENTUM ANALYSIS

The collective flow can be studied experimentally with the help of the conventional
transverse momentum analysis [15,16]. For this analysis events that have fulfilled the
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following criteria: number of PFs nF > 4 and number of TFs nt > 7 are analyzed. The study of
directed flow requires that one first defines a preferred direction and then determine if there is
preferred motion relative to that direction for some subset of emitted particles. Generally, one
chooses the reaction plane, or, more particularly, the projectile fragment direction as the

preferred direction. The reaction plane R, is determined for each particle separately from the
remaining particles of an event.

*.=ZV/i J = \2....np (1)
I*J

where P, is the transverse momentum of the jth PFs, assuming that after collision the

momentum of PFs equal the momentum per nucleon of the incident nucleus PL, then

P, = PL tan 9j, Oj is the emission angle of the fragment. The vector Pj points in the azimuthal

direction of this fragment. The summation in equation (1) is taken over all particles except i ?*j
to exclude the self correlation. PL = 4100 A GeV/c for 22Ne and is equal to 4500 A GeV/c for
28Si, and

f 0 if P > 240
WJ=\

[1 //P,<240

The coefficient Wj is introduced to exclude fragments of very large transverse momentum.

The quantity M} = ]T wjk AJk where Ajk is the mass number of the kth isotope of the jth

fragment and wjk is the factorial yield of the isotope.

The projection of the vector Pt on the vector R, is given by

The mean transverse momentum per nucleon projected onto the reaction plane <P* >is
obtained by averaging P,' over all fragments and over all selected interactions.

The value of < P' > will equal zero if P,' is randomly distributed in the azimuthal plane

[17], and it differs from zero if the energy flow of particles deviates from the zero angle
direction i.e. if bounce-off of the PFs takes place.

Figure (l.a-b) shows the dependence of <P' > on the emission angle 6 of PFs
for 22Ne+ Ag(Br) and 28Si+Ag(Br) interactions. The experimental data shows that < P' >
differs significantly from zero, this result was observed by [18-22]. It peaks at 1.98° for 22Ne
and for 2 Si at 2.26° and at 1.55°, the later is less significant since the point next to it if
averaged with it will lower its value.

To check whether this effect is a genuine one or a statistical fluctuations, all tracks of PFs
were randomized. Then, events of the same multiplicities were generated using Monte Carlo
technique. The simulated data were analyzed by the transverse momentum method, which
showed no evidence of the peak like structure.
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Comparing the EXP and MC data leaves no doubt that the observed peaks for 22Ne and 28Si
display the bounce-off of the PFs.
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Figure l(a-b). The mean transverse momentum per nucleon projected onto the reaction plane
versus the emission angle 6 in degrees, (a) for 22Ne and (b) for 28Si.

It is clear that the resultant vector R = c a n reconstruct [23] the geometry of the

collision with a certain accuracy, it gives the reaction plane, which is determined by the
direction of the incident nucleus and the line connecting the centers of the two colliding
nuclei. This commonly known fact can be useful in the setting-up of experiments for which it
is necessary to know the reaction plane. For example, in the case of studying emission of light
fragments (deuterons, tritons and a-particles) from reactions. It is interesting to study the
angular distribution dn/dcos9 of b-particles with respect to the reaction plane, as a function of
their emission angle. These distributions for 22Ne and 28Si are given in fig. (2.a-b) compared
with their distributions obtained relative to the microscopic plane, which has an isotropic
behavior. A peak is seen in the distribution relative to the reaction plane. Thus the reaction
plane is the right place to study different phenomena.
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Figure 2a. The angular distribution for the b-particles, the solid line distribution as viewed
form the reaction plane and the dashed line as viewed relative to the plane of the microscope

for 22Ne.
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Figure 2b. The angular distribution for the b-particles, the solid line distribution as viewed
form the reaction plane and the dashed line as viewed relative to the plane of the microscope

for 28Si.

4. THE ANGLE OF FLOW ANALYSIS

Usually the angle of flow analysis is based on constructing a tensor using the center of
mass momenta of all the particles, which take a shape of an ellipsoid for each event. Thus,
each event can be characterized by the lengths of the axis of the ellipsoid, the angle of the
major axis to the beam direction is defined by the angle of flow 9F. A peak away from the
zero value in the distribution of 0F is considered to be a signature of the collective flow of the
nuclear matter [24].

The sphericity method generally has been used [3], the shpericity tensor, depends on the
weighting that is used:

(3)

is calculated from the momenta of all measured particles for each event. The shpericity tensor
approximates the event shape by an ellipsoid whose orientations in space can be calculated by
diagonalization.

In the present experiment the momenta of the TFs were not measured. Another method has
been adopted [25] for the particle flow analysis. A unit vector in space is assumed in the
direction of the flight of each fragment. The unit vectors of the fragments are summed to give
the resultant vector of TFS and PFs.

In the present case the beam direction is taken as x-axis, the perpendicular to it are the y-

axis and the z-axis. The polar angle 9 of a vector V is arc cos— where V=(x2+ y2+ z2) and

x, y, z are the components of V along the axis. The azimuthal angle cp equals arc tan—. For

y
PFs P( is used instead ofassumingaunit vector, in the direction of flight of each fragment.
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The resultant vectors Vp and VT for PFs and TFs, are assumed to be in the di.ection of the
source emitting PFs and TFs

It has been shown in ref. [26] that that the angular distributions has less fluctuations if the

flow angle is properly weighted by the Jecobian sinG. The di
sin#

distributions for PFs

F F

and TFs are presented in figs. (3.a-b) and (4.a-b), respectively, for the interactions of 22Ne
and 28Si with Em compared with their counter parts obtained from the cascade evaporation
model(CEM) [27] calculations.
In each figure a peak greater than zero is seen for both the cases (PFs and TFs). Table (1)
show the average values of 0F as obtained experimentally and from CEM calculations for PFs
and TFs.

Table 1. Represents the experimental average values of 0v compared with that obtained
from the CEM calculations for PFS and TFs, for the interactions of 22Ne and 28Si with

emulsion.

PFs

TFs

Projectile

22Ne

2SSi

22Ne

28Si

<0T >

EXP

1.11 ±0.03

1.22 ±0.04

51.49 ±0.59

48.85 ±0.94

CEM

0.93 ± 0.02

0.77 ± 0.00

42.45 ± 1.25

42.20 ± 1.08

0 1 2 3 4 5 — CEM

— EXP

0 1 2 3 4 5 - - - CEM

PF

Figure 3(a-b). The angle of flow distributions, (a) for 22Ne and (b) for 28Si, for the PFs.
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Figure 4(a-b). The angle of flow distributions, (a) for 22Ne and (b) for 28Si, for the TFs.

The experimental values of < 0F > are greater than the CEM one, this could be interpreted
as an indication of the sideward flow of the fragments i.e. the bounce-off of the PFs and the
side-splash of the TFs.

The dependence of <9F on the impact parameter and consequently on nh has been studied.

for m, ̂  7 and nh < 7 are illustrated in fig.(5a-b) for the case ofThe distributions of
sin0

PFs. The remarkable features of this figure are: (i) The smallness of the 0¥ and its peak value
is greater than zero ( agrees with the previous observation), (ii) The maxima of the angle of
flow increase with increasing multiplicity, which was predicated by the hydrodynamical
calculations. The values of < #PF > for the case of nh > 7 and % < 7 are given in table (2).

Table 2. Represents the dependence of the experimental average values of #PF for the PFs
on the impact parameter, for 22Ne and 28SL

PFs

Multiplicity

nh<7

n h £7

<0PF>

22Ne

0.82 ±0.03

1.58 ±0.51

Z8Si

0.91 ±0.05

1.48 ±0.07
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Figure 5(a-b). Represents the dependence of the flow angle 9W on the impact parameter,
(a) for 22Ne and (b) for 28Si, for the PFs.

The azimuthal angular correlation between the PFs and the TFs is given in fig. (6), where
A p̂-i = | (/>,, - <pT | and the average values of A^P.T are given in table (3) for 22Ne and 28Si.

Fig. (6.a-b) shows that the nuclear fragments from the two colliding nuclei are emitted in
opposite direction (back-to-back) in the azimuthal plane. This confirms the sideward
emission of the PFs (bounce-off) and the side-splash of the TFs. Our results agree with those

observations obtained by the ref. [26,28].
The presence of finite flow analysis in this work indicates that in those events a reaction

plane defined by the flow and the beam direction is determined properly.

22, 28£Table 3. Represents the average values of A^P.T for Ne and Si.

< A<*P.T >

"Ne

95.31 ±1.12

™Si

98.62 ± 1.56
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Figure 6(a-b). The distributions of the angle A^P.T between the resultant vectors of the PFs
and the TFs in the azimuthal plane (a) for 22Ne and (b) for 28Si. The histograms are

normalized to unity.

CONCLUSION

From the present study the following conclusions can be extracted for the interactions of
Ne and Si with the selected class of events:

(1 )The collective flow of nuclear matter has been observed.
(2)The bounce-off of the PFs and the side-splash of the TFs has been declared.
(3)The predictions of the hydrodynamical calculations, of the dependence of the

increasing of 4he angle of flow with decreasing the impact parameter have been
satisfied.

(4)The reaction plane plays an important role in investigating different physical
phenomena that could not be observed by the ordinary methods.

(5)Though the CEM has failed in reproducing the exact characteristics of these events,
but it has showed the collective flow of the nuclear matter to some extant, we
suggest that an improvement to this model could lead to better results.
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The Great Pyramid of Cheops (Khufu)

How the Great Pyramid was built is a question that may never be answered. Herodotus
said that it would have taken 30 years and 100,000 slaves to have built it. Another theory
is that it was built by peasants who were unable to work the land while the Nile flooded
between July and November. They may have been paid with food for their labor. The
flooded waters would have also aided in the moving of the casing stones. These stones
were brought from Aswan and Tura and the water would have brought the stones right to
the pyramid. This pyramid is thought to have been built between 2589 - 2566 BC. It
would have taken over 2,300,000 blocks of stone with an average weight of 2.5 tons
each. The total weight would have been 6,000,000 tons and a height of 482 feet (140m).
It is the largest and the oldest of the Pyramids of Giza.

Not much is known about Cheops (Khufu). The tomb had been robbed long before
archeologists came upon it. Any information about him was taken with the objects inside
the tomb. He is thought to have been the ruler of a highly structured society and he must
have been very wealthy. He was buried alone in this massive tomb. His wives may have
been buried nearby in smaller mastabas.

The encasing marble which covered the outside of the pyramid has eroded or been
removed over time. With this casing off, the pyramid lost 33 feet (1 lm) of all of its
dimensions. The top platform is 10m square. The base of the pyramid is 754 feet and
covers 13 acres. The original entrance to the pyramid was about 15m higher than the
entrance that is used today. Apparently Al Mamum, who opened up the new passage,
could not find the original opening. The new passageway leads straight across and joins
in with the original passage, the descending passage. The descending passage led only to
a subterranean chamber. This descending passage that leads down is set at a 26 degree
angle that descends down 345 feet (105m) into the earth under the pyramid. The
passageway is only 3'6" (1.1m) wide and 3'H" (1.2m) high. The chamber is closed to the
public. The chamber itself is room that measures about 46' x 27*1" x 11'6" (14 x 8.3 x
3.5m). There is a passage that leads 100 feet horizontally to the western side. The
purpose of the pit is uncertain. It is possible that it could have been the burial chamber,
but after a change of plan, it was abandoned.

The descending passage beyond where the new entrance meets it, is closed off by a steel
door. The ascending passage rises at the same angle as the descending, 26 degrees. The
ascending passage leads up into the pyramid. The ascending passage is the same
dimensions as the descending, 3'6" (1.1m) wide and 3'11" (1.2m) high. It can be quite a
difficult trek for some people. The passage leads on for 129 feet (39m).
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